
Thank you f� praying
● For Ann’s care team and surgeons, including Drs. Espinosa, and Friedman, the nurses,

anesthesiologists, and others
● That Ann Teget and her family and friends would approach the procedure day (July 22)

with a sense of peace and calm
● For Ann’s veins to stand out so the IVs start on the first try (this is almost always a

tricky one)
● That all of the goals of the surgery will be met in a way that is easier than anticipated
● That the laser would pass through Ann’s blood vessels smoothly and that it would cut

precisely
● For Ann’s daughter, Meghan, and husband, Steve, as they wait during the procedure;

that they would be filled with patience, calm, and certain knowledge that God is in control
● That the outcome of the surgery would exceed all expectations; that the tricuspid valve

would return to normal function
● That recovery and healing would be quick and reasonably pain-free
● That in all of this God would be glorified and His works and faithfulness would be seen

and known
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